Relations of the numbers of protein sequences, families and folds.
The relations among the numbers of protein sequences, families and folds have been studied theoretically. It is found that the number of families is related to the natural logarithm of the number of sequences. The logarithmic relation should not be changed regardless of what value of the homology threshold is applied in the protein sequence comparison routines. To study the relation between the numbers of families and folds, the degenerate degree of a fold has been introduced. The degenerate degree of a fold is the number of protein families which adopt the same fold. The distribution of the degenerate degrees of folds has been found to be very likely exponential. Based on the distribution, the average degenerate degree d is calculated. The number of folds is simply equal to that of families divided by the average degenerate degree of folds. It is shown that d is an increasing function of time. The current value of d is about 2. It will continue to increase and reach the value of at least 3.3 in some years. By using the above result, the numbers of protein folds for four species have been estimated. In particular, the number of folds for human proteins is estimated to be < or =5200.